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Master Communications' mission
is to bring the very best in language
and cultural education.
This is our first catalog of its kind
in our 16th year. These are the
products we publish or represent. As
we are constantly creating and
updating our films, books and CDs,
I encourage you to visit our website
for the latest product information.
Our DVD titles are also available
as digital rights and for broadcast.
We welcome your comments and
suggestions.

Selina Yoon

Awards
Telly Award
NAPPA Gold Award
Summit Creative Award
Kids First! ® Endorsed
Oppenheim 2004 Gold Award
Parenting Magazine Gold Award
First Place, Worldfest Film Festival
Flagstaff International Film Festival,
Parents’ Choice Recommended
Award Winner
Parents Guide to Children’s
Media Outstanding Award

Families of Australia

Families of Afghanistan - 2011 release
Meet 12-year-old Madina in Kabul and 10-year-old Zamira in a rural viallge
of Afghanistan.

$29.95 each

Africa

Europe

V1873

Families of Egypt
Families of Ghana
Families of Kenya*

978-1-60480-056-2
978-1-60480-058-6
978-1-60480-048-7 NEW

Asia
Families of China
Families of India
V1860
Families of Israel
V1861
Families of Japan
V1862
Families of Korea
V1866
Families of Russia
V1868
Families of Thailand
V1871
Families of Vietnam
Australia
V1850
Families of Australia
V1853
V1859

“This excellent series will give children an
intriguing taste of another culture and allow them
to compare and contrast it with their own”
– School Library Journal
“I think that your series is the best I have ever
seen from a child’s point of view. The students
relate to your videos and truly enjoy them. The
information that is displayed is incredible.”
– M. Downs, Whitefish Bay School District

Luca and his family live in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Luca
and his brother love soccer, Brazil’s national sport, and
they watch their Dad’s amateur team play and practice.
We meet Luca’s grandparents, who take care of Luca and
his brother after school, and visit the statue of Christ, high
above the city of Rio de Janeiro.
Louisa lives on their family farm in the rolling
countryside inland from Rio, where her father grows
vegetables and raises cattle. Louisa’s mother drives the children each day to
their school in the nearest city 50 miles away, where she teaches ballet.
When they’re home, the children entertain themselves by roller blading and
bicycling, watching TV and playing video games.

DVD - 24 Countries & growing!

V1857

Take a fantastic journey to another country
where you view the unique lives of two children
and their families. Each episode focuses on the
families, their way of life, education, foods and
even celebrations. Join us in our visit to the
countryside, cities, communities, schools and
homes of two families—from breakfast to
bedtime and all the fun-filled activities in
between. Grades K–5. Ages 5–10. Closed
Captioned. Each DVD contains Teacher's
Guide PDF.
Free online Teacher’s Guide includes the video
script, copy-ready maps, discussion and activity
guides, recipes, glossaries and more.

Families of Brazil

Visit eight-year-old Phoebe on her family's farm near
Attunga, a town northwest of Sydney, as she gathers eggs
for breakfast, rounds up sheep, enjoys Sports Day at
school and takes a violin lesson after school.
Seven-year-old Josh lives in Sydney, Australia’s largest
city. Follow Josh as he takes care of the pet chickens, goes
to school, visits his grandparents and makes a chain of
volcanoes from an egg carton.

V1855

978-1-60480-054-8
978-1-60480-059-3
978-1-60480-060-9
978-1-60480-061-6
978-1-60480-062-3
978-1-60480-065-4
978-1-60480-067-8
978-1-60480-070-8
978-1-60480-051-7

Set of 24 $718.80

Families of France
978-1-60480-057-9
Families of Sweden
978-1-60480-066-1
V1869
Families of UK
978-1-60480-068-5
North America/Central America
V1469
Families of Canada
978-1-88819-412-8
V1854
Families of Costa Rica
978-1-60480-055-5
V1858
Families of Guatemala
978-1-60480-050-0 NEW
V1863
Families of Mexico
978-1-60480-063-0
V1872
More Families of Mexico 978-1-60480-071-5 NEW
V1864
Families of Panama
978-1-60480-049-4 NEW
V1865
Families of Puerto Rico 978-1-60480-064-7
V1870
Families of USA
978-1-60480-069-2
South America
V1851
Families of Brazil
978-1-60480-052-4
V1856
V1867

• Fall 2010

www.familiesoftheworld.com
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Families of Canada
Seven year old Hannah lives in a province called Nova
Scotia and takes two buses and a ferry to school, which is
on an island. Watch Hannah’s father catch lobsters and
her mother at work at a dentist’s office. After school
Hannah plays with her pets, takes a piano lesson and
helps her family prepare dinner.
Eleven year old John lives on the outskirts of Toronto, a
major city in Canada. Spend Thanksgiving with John
and his family. Everyone takes a vacation from school and work to share a
big turkey dinner on this national holiday. We see John and his brothers
rake their grandparents’ yard, practice with their band, and go to school,
where John takes French, one of Canada’s national languages.

Families of China
Nine-year-old Qinbo and her family live in Ningbo, a
port city in China. We see Qinbo’s father prepare
breakfast and bike to work, follow her mother to work on
a motor bike, and go to school with Qinbo on a public
bus. We take a peek at students’ after-school activities.
Kun’s mother and father grow bonsai in the mountains
around their village near Ningbo. We follow Kun as he
walks a half-hour to his school, watch the cook steam
lunches the students have brought from home, see how
Kun’s father trains bonsai plants, visit the village’s open market with Kun’s
mother and watch her prepare a meal for the family and Kun’s
grandparents.

Families of Costa Rica
Ten-year-old Estibaliz lives in Cabuya. Follow her to
school, and be part of her classes. Visit her parents at
work. After school, watch Estibaliz do her chores and
study with her mother. The next day, walk with her to a
nearby island during low tide, and later in the evening
attend an exciting soccer game, followed by a fun-filled
community dance.
José, a ten-year-old boy, lives in Escazu near the capital
of San Jose with his parents and 3-year-old brother.
Accompany José to school where he conducts experiments and practices
soccer, take in the colorful local market with his mother, and visit the family
as they eat sushi made by the family’s housekeeper.

Families of Egypt
Six year old Hesham lives in Luxor, famous for its
Temples of Karnak. His father supervises workers who
maintain and restore one of the largest tombs in Valley of
the Kings. Hesham attends a big celebration for the
one-week birthday of his baby brother. Later, Hesham
and his father pray together, and have a picnic on a boat
with the other children.
Seven year old Yasmine and her brother live near Cairo.
Yasmine goes to an international school where classes
are taught in English, and she takes French and Arabic. She loves her ballet
class and tennis lessons. The families goes to a birthday party for Yasmine’s
friend and the family has lunch with grandparents.

Families of France
In Lyon, France, we visit 10 year old Emilien. His father,
a laboratory technician, tests washing machines, and his
mother is a professional musician. Viewers see Emilien
and his two sisters at both their mother's and father’s
apartments, at school, playing basketball, swimming,
and accompanying their father to his Aikido lesson.
Amazingly, there’s still time for a fun sing-along with
their cousins.
In Beaujolais, meet 9 year old Camille, whose family runs a vineyard and
winery. We see the sumptuous school meal prepared by a nearby restaurant,
hear students recite Moliere, visit the vineyards and a local bakery,
accompany Camille to her riding lesson and join the family celebration of
Three Kings Day.

FAMILIES OF THE WORLD
Families of Ghana
Deborah lives with twelve extended family members in a
family compound in a rural village in southern Ghana.
The 8-year-old is up at 5:30 in the morning to finish
washing dishes, sweeping, and carrying water before she
leaves for school. After school, she and her sisters make
fufu, her father’s favorite food, and we visit the colorful
local market.
In Accra, Ghana’s capital, ten-year-old Emmanuel lives
with his sister, mother, father and aunt. We follow him to school and to a
funeral where he serves as an altar boy. We see colorful coffins in shapes
that are meaningful to the person who has died, such as a fish for a
fisherman, a banana for a farmer, and an airplane for someone who always
wanted to fly.

Families of Guatemala
Mariaelena is seven years old and lives on a farm in the
mountains of Guatemala with her parents, her brother
and sister and her grandmother. Watch how they roast
coffee, shell macadamia nuts and milk cows.
Nine-year-old Jorge lives in the city of San Marcos with
his twin brother and his 8-year-old nephew as well as his
parents. See how the boys’ band is coming along and
share in the Family Day festival at their school.

Families of India
Two families in Jamnagar, Gujarat State in northern
India are profiled. We follow 8-year-old Raja as he
attends school, plays cricket with his friends and chess
with his mother, visits a Hindu temple and takes an
evening walk with his parents.
We also see 5-year-old Bavika playing with her many
cousins in their family compound, and we visit the family
farm, where we see a water buffalo being milked, a
woman making breakfast over a fire tended by her 4-year-old son, and a
man using oxen to plow a field.

Families of Israel
Visit 9-year-old Inbar and her family at a kibbutz of 60
families in southern Israel. Inbar rolls down a big sand
dune, feeds a calf, goes to school, makes her own
breakfast and shares a Sabbath meal in the community
hall. We visit her mother at work as an art therapist and
see how a machine designed by Inbar’s father helps keep
food from spoiling.
Visit Joad and his two sisters, brother, mother and
father... and rabbit—in the ancient city of Jerusalem. With
Joad’s after school chess and karate classes and his siblings activities, theirs
is a busy household. The Sabbath, which Joad and his family celebrate with
his grandparents, is their one quiet day of the week.

Families of Japan
8-year-old Ayako lives in Sendai, Japan. Ayako loves to
climb trees, play her piano (which can be silenced so that
it can only be heard through earphones), and go to
calligraphy lessons. We follow Ayako and her mother as
they go grocery shopping.
Ten-year-old Seichi lives on a farm near Furukawa,
Japan. His family has raised rice there for 14 generations.
Seichi and his sisters help feed the rabbits and chickens,
watch TV, and go to their cousin’s engagement party. We see the
schoolteachers and children prepare for Sports Day and watch Seichi and
his family enjoy the special holiday.

Families of Kenya (To be released Fall 2010)
11-year-old Prince lives in the city of Nairobi with his
older brother and sister and his parents. Follow him to
school where we sit in on a science class, then later to a
family dinner at a Chinese restaurant.
John is 11 years old and lives on a farm in the south part
of Kenya. His parents grow coffee and maize on their
farm land. Visit national game refuge where John's cousin
is a guide, and see giraffes, lions, and other wild life that
seem to ignore their many human visitors.
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Families of Korea
Heejin lives in 600-year-old HaHoe village and is learning
the village’s ancient mask dance that’s performed for
visitors all summer long. Join Heejin and her father as
they visit the local market and stop at a rice paper factory
to buy gift wrapping for her grandmother’s birthday.
There we see how paper is hand-made.
Follow 9-year-old Ki tae in Seoul, the capital of Korea,
through a busy day in school and at his many after-school
activities. Ki tae’s mother shops in the neighborhood open market and
supermarket. Watch Ki tae’s aunt and his mother make a special dinner and
follow his father to the factory that he manages.

Families of Mexico
Families of Mexico documents a family from the port city
of Veracruz. Hermaina’s father and mother own an
advertising agency, which her father manages. We see
her mother teach a dance class at the city’s cultural
center, go food shopping, visit Hermaina’s school, and
follow her to her swimming lesson.
Eight-year-old Brizia lives with her parents on her
grandparents’ farm. We visit her school and the
surrounding farms owned by her aunts and uncles, who
are making tamales, harvesting cactus for salad, and sorting sesame seeds.

More Families of Mexico
Guadalupe is eight years old and lives with her parents
and grandparents near the top of a small mountain in the
state of Veracruz. The whole village, surrounded by
coffee trees, is built on land that used to be part of a large
hacienda. Spend a day with Guadalupe as she visits the
hacienda and goes to school.
Twelve-year-old Maurice lives in the city of Jalapa, the
capital of the state of Veracruz on the Gulf of Mexico.
Join Maurice as he goes to school, takes karate lessons and goes to a
birthday party complete with a piñata.

Families of Panama
Juan Diego is nine years old and he lives in Panama City
with his parents and grandparents. Join him as he goes to
school, a Boy Scout meeting and a Family Day
celebration at school. Visit Dad at work as a bank teller
and Mom, who is an industrial engineer.
Raisa, a nine-year-old girl, lives in a village on the Pacific
Ocean in Panama. See the birds, monkeys, agoutis and
sloths that come by her neighborhood to eat. Learn about
the famous Panama Canal and visit her school.

Families of Puerto Rico
Nine-year-old Jose and his family in Puerto Rico are
closely watching weather reports on an approaching
hurricane. We visit his mother, who supervises hurricane
preparations, shop for emergency supplies with his father
and sister, and visit a school.
Eight-year-old Laura lives on a farm in the mountains of
Puerto Rico. Laura’s mother does sustainable agriculture,
growing bananas and tropical flowers. We see the
damage caused to her family’s farm by a hurricane a year
ago. We visit Laura’s father at work at a port company that ships fruits and
vegetables, sit in on classes at Laura’s bilingual school, and follow the family
as they visit the largest radio telescope in the world.

Families of Russia
Join Nicolai, age 10, whose family owns a farm where
everyone pitches in and nothing is purchased if it can be
made at home. In the village of Retkino we see local
craftspeople making bowls and painting them in intricate
designs. Nicolai zips around on his little motorcycle, and
joins his dad for a soothing “banya” (sauna) before bed.
Anya, age 7, lives in the industrial city Nizhny Novgorod,
built hundreds of years ago on the Volga and Oka Rivers.
We learn how important education is to Anya and her
brother, and see her parents at work. After school, Anya practices
gymnastics, and we see her working out on the parallel bars.
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Families of Sweden
“Families of Sweden” introduces 5-year-old Evelina, who
lives with her brother and parents in Kalmar, Sweden.
We visit Evelina’s day care, watch her mother as she
teaches her class, visit her father as he photographs cell
phone cases, and go to Evelina’s pony riding lessons and
a birthday party.
Then we meet 10-year-old Alex and his family and follow
him to school and to swimming lessons. Alex and his
brother play computer games, their stepmother and half-sisters follow an
exercise tape, and their father makes moose shish kabobs.

Families of Thailand
This program takes us to Bangkok to follow 10-year-old
Rakkiaet and his family, who live and work on a canal.
Rakkiaet goes to school by boat, his brother runs a water
taxi, his mother does her shopping at the floating market,
and his father sells food from his boat to families along
the canal. Buddhist monks visit the family’s dock each
day before dawn to accept food the family has prepared
for them.
We also visit 7-year-old Akeem in a community of Sea
Gypsies on Thailand’s southern coast. We see Akeem’s mother caring for
her newborn infant, follow Akeem to school, and go fishing with Akeem’s
father, who catches tropical fish for export.

Families of United Kingdom
Jessica, age 9, lives with her parents, grandmother and
two sisters on a large dairy farm in western England. Part
of their house is 400 years old, but the family enjoys
many modern conveniences. Join Jessica as her school
goes on a field trip to the beach.
10-year-old James lives in Bath, which has an ancient
heritage as an old Roman outpost. James’ family is
musical; his father creates scores for television programs
and his grandfather is a church bell ringer. James takes
piano, clarinet and recorder lessons, and enjoys the music and activities at
his church. Viewers can see the family having dinner and visiting a local
street fair.

Families of USA
Kyle lives in North Dakota with his parents and three
brothers. They farm with his grandparents and several
uncles and aunts and their families. We see how they
harvest their grain, fix the harvesting machine, and take
grain to the storage elevators in the nearby town of about
100 people.
Kristin and her family are African Americans living in
Wilmington, Delaware. Her family activities take us to a
computer class, basketball practice, dance classes, church services and a
Christmas concert, where Kristin plays the flute. We visit her classes at
school and her father at work as director of a social service agency and
watch her mother teach physical education to elementary school children.

Families of Vietnam
In Vietnam, Anh Thu lives by the Mekong river with her
family. She attends school and enjoys spending time with
her friends and older brother. Her parents work on their
banana and papaya plantation in the morning, then set
off on their “boat store,” selling groceries to customers
out on the river.
In Ho Chi Minh City, nine-year-old Thanh Hong goes to
school where she studies French, art and reading and
plays games with friends. After school the family enjoys
bowling, then Hong does her homework. The next day Thanh Hong enjoys
swimming at the community pool and the Vietnamese New Year Tet
festivities, including the dragon dancing and fireworks

Families of the World is available for
digital delivery and for special events.
Please e-mail your enquiry.
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If the World Were a Village
2009 Parents Choice Silver Award Winner

Chapters

Based on the best selling and award-winning book
by the same title, If the World Were a Village is a 30
minute animated story that delivers an important
message using a magical metaphor: what if the
world with six billion people were a village of just
100 people…

Welcome to the global village
Nationalities
Languages
Ages
Religions
Food
Air and water
Schooling and literacy
Money and possessions
Electricity
Village in the past
Village in the future
Teaching children about
the global village
Note on sources and how the
calculations were made

In this village:
•  22 people speak a Chinese dialect
and 9 people speak English
•  20 earn less than a dollar a day
•  32 are of Christian faith
•  39 are under 19 years old.
If the World Were a Village offers a unique and
objective resource. By exploring the lives of the 100
villagers, children will discover that life in other
nations is often very different from their own. The
shrunk-down statistics—some surprising, some
shocking—and David Smith’s tips on building
“world-mindedness” will encourage viewers to
embrace the bigger picture and help them to
establish their own place in the global village.

Recommended Ages 6+, K–12 Curriculum Connections-Geography,
Social Studies, Language Arts, Music, Science/Environmental, Math,
and Foreign Language Studies, Animated, Approx. 25 min. DVD in
English, Spanish and/or French, Region 0, CC. 2009 release. Lesson
plans are available free online.
V1080ENGL
V1080SPAN
V1080FREN
V1080

In this truly inspiring film, you will experience what it is like to go to
school in India through the eyes and voices of children. Every school
day, millions of children in India go to school by boat, by bicycle, by
wheelchair or barefoot. Meet these students who overcome their
challenges—all for the chance to learn. Based on award-winning book
by Lisa Heydlauff. ©2007, 76 min. Grades K~5. Ages 5~12. Closed
captioned. All royalties from the sale of this DVD go to help fund
“Going to School” a non-profit organization.

978-1-60480-082-1
978-1-60480-083-8
978-1-60480-084-5
978-1-60480-078-4

If the World Were a Village
Si el mundo fuera una aldea
Si le monde était un village
English/Spanish/French

Going to School in India is now available in
three separate DVDs. (About 25 min each)
Volume 1 - In the Lake, on a Bus,
and in a Mud Desert
Volume 2 - On a Boat, on a Mountaintop,
and in a Tribe
Volume 3 - In the Dark, on Wheels,
and in a Monastery
Each DVD is about 25 min. NTSC region All.
V1068
V1073
V1074
V1075

Going
Going
Going
Going

to
to
to
to

School
School
School
School

DVD
DVD
DVD
DVD

76 min.
Vol. 1
Vol. 2
Vol. 3

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$59.95

Best International
Kids First!® Film
Best of the Fest Award
East Lansing Children’s Film
Best Family Film
Big Bear Lake
International Film

$29.95
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95

"Highly recommended"
-Video Librarian

Master Communications, Inc. • Phone: 513 563-3100 • Fax: 513 563-3105 • www.master-comm.com
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English & Spanish Subtitles
English & Hindi Languages tracks

Adapted from
the award
winning book

READING KARAOKE: bookbox

MASTER COMMUNICATIONS

®

Smart Solution for Fun Reading!
Animal Stories

Enchanting Christmas Stories

1. Turtle’s Flute

1. The First Christmas

Turtle is a gifted flutist. When the Turtle played
her flute, everyone danced. One day, she is
trapped by a greedy man. How will she escape
now?

2. Zippy the Zebra

Zippy is bugged by a hide full of fleas. No
amount of tail swishing or tree trunk scratching
would give him any relief. Finally a pair of
birds help him out by making a meal of his
unwelcome guests.

3. The Four Friends

Animal friends work together to outwit a
hunter and protect each other! The Four
Friends is based on an ancient Indian Fable.

2. The Elves and the Shoemaker

A poor cobbler and his wife are aided by two
elves who, during the nights, secretly craft
several exquisite pairs of shoes. Soon, they
become quite well known in town for their
innovative designs. In the true spirit of the
season, they show their thanks and appreciation by stitching the elves warm clothing and a
pair of shoes for Christmas.

3. Santa’s Christmas

Oh, no, the usual hustle and bustle of preparing
presents is gone as Santa has fallen ill!
Children come to visit and offer him gifts,
proving the true meaning of Christmas is
wrapped up in love and kindness.

Stories from
Around the World
1. The First Well

A magical tale from a kingdom far, far away
about how the very first well was created.
Watch how an ice seed "grows" to provide
water.

2. The Whispering Palms

A charming tale about Mori who lives with her
parents in a coconut grove and helps her father
fish for food. A dream changes their lives
forever and they decide to live in harmony with
nature and find alternative methods of earning
their living.

3. Elephant Goes to the City

forest reserve.

The star of Bethlehem recounts how, on the
first Christmas Eve, the angels came and
requested him to shine with all his brightness
to lead the three kings through the desert to
meet baby Jesus.

Rosa, a baby elephant is terribly unhappy as
she lives all alone in her cage at the zoo. A
chance escape gives her the freedom to explore
the city and raise a bit of havoc! When the zoo
keeper finds her, he realizes she would be best
living with other elephants in the freedom of a

Same Language
Subtitling makes
learning easy!

Heartwarming Stories
1. The Greatest Treasure

Peter stumbles upon a treasure map and
decides to seek it out, meeting several animals
along the way who join him on his quest.
Together, they defy the obstacles in their way,
find the prize and realize that the greatest
treasure of all is friendship.

2. Tucket the Bucket

Tucket, a gardener’s favorite bucket, develops a
hole, is tossed aside and rusts after a rainstorm.
One day, a little girl discovers him, cleans the
rust off and places a rose plant inside. Tucket
takes care of the rose bud, making him the
happiest bucket in the world.

3. The Little Pianist

Azul loves to play the piano and practices
regularly. His piano teacher confuses him one
day when she asks him to play from his heart
for the upcoming recital. How can you play piano with your heart and not your fingers?

Three Ways to Learn with BookBox DVD
1. Read to Me/Karaoke
2. Reading - Let me Read
3. Listeniing Comprehension
4. Includes Story PDF

6
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“Useful for beginning readers as well as youngsters
just learning either Spanish or English”
– School Library Journal
“Featuring simply animated and expressively
narrated short tales, this DVD both entertains and
aids reading skills. ...can be used for family or school
storytime, ESL classes, and individual viewing.”
– Booklist

British English Versions
PPR $24.95

Stories from
Enchanting
Around the World Christmas Stories

English
English/Chinese
English/French
English/German
English/Gujarati
English/Hindi
English/Italian
English/Portuguese
English/Spanish
English/Russian

BB30P
BB35P
BB32P
BB33P
BB37P
BB36P
BB34P
BB38P
BB31P
BB39P

BB01P
BB06P
BB03P
BB04P
NA
NA
BB05P
NA
BB02P
NA

Worlds Together
Smart Solutions for Fun Reading
Conceived by child literacy expert Dr. Brij Kothari and his team at Stanford
University, BookBox Stories come alive and help children improve reading
skills at the same time. Using scientifically tested Same Language Subtitling
(SLS), children will be able to improve their listening comprehension, reading
skills and foreign language skills through these captivating stories. A portion of
the proceeds goes to support literacy for millions through PlanetRead, a
non-profit organization.

Scientifically Proven to Work
Same Language Subtitling (SLS), used in the BookBox DVD is a pedagogically
proven approach to reading development and second-language learning. With
SLS, word for word, what you hear is what you read, with every word highlighted in perfect timing with the audio.
SLS has proven to contribute significantly and measurably, to reading skills in
a study conducted among 500 children from 2002-2007.

PPR $24.95

Animal
Stories

Stories from
Around the World

Enchanting
Christmas Stories

Heartwarming
Stories

English
English/Chinese
English/French
English/German
English/Gujarati
English/Hindi
English/Italian
English/Portuguese
English/Spanish
English/Russian

BB71P
BB72P
BB73P
BB74P
BB79P
BB77P
BB75P
BB80P
BB76P
BB78P

BB51P
BB52P
BB53P
BB54P
BB58P
BB59P
BB55P
BB60P
BB56P
BB59P

BB61P
BB62P
BB63P
BB64P
NA
NA
BB65P
NA
BB66P
NA

BB41P
BB42P
BB43P
BB44P
NA
NA
BB45P
NA
BB46P
NA

We are happy to announce the fall release of the Worlds
Together series. The Worlds Together for Kids Series
are narrated by children and filmed on location. This
series feels fresh because it has not been over edited.
You see life as it happens. Approximately 30 minutes
each. Suitable for grades 1-6. Closed captioned version
will be released in the fall of 2010.
Cuba for Kids
Ecuador for Kids
West Africa for Kids
Ethiopia for Kids
East Africa for Kids
Tibet for Kids

V3210
V3211
V3201
V3202
V3203
V3204

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

Worlds Together - A Portrait is a series for Grades
7 & up. ( January 2011 release)
Cuba: A Portrait
East Africa: A Portrait
West Africa: A Portrait
Tibet: A Portrait
Ethiopia: A Portrait

V3205
V3207
V3206
V3208
V3209

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

DVD with limited public performance rights for use in schools and institutions.
Master Communications, Inc. • Phone: 513 563-3100 • Fax: 513 563-3105 • www.master-comm.com
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Language Learning

MASTER COMMUNICATIONS

Sing and Learn English, Spanish &
Learn a Language through songs!
Music and songs have often played an important role in the educational development of
young children. And with the growing
importance and relevance of knowing a second
language, particularly Spanish, in today’s
multicultural society, it’s never been a more
crucial time to learn.

Proven to teach Spanish and English
the fun & easy way.
Sing and Learn is an engaging and effective
tool, whether teaching a second language—in
this case, Spanish—or preserving it as a native
language at home. Developed by Agnes
Chavez, a language expert, teacher and
producer of Spanish DVDs, the DVDs have
been proven to teach Spanish to children the
fun and easy way. Children are constantly
exposed to multicultural rhythms from around
the world and Sing and Learn capitalizes on
that, bringing Salsa, Cumbia and Ranchera
music to life in these videos while showing
youngsters engaged in fun, everyday activities.

Sing and Learn Spanish

Children learn about Los Animales (Animals);
Del Jardín (From the Garden); Mi Casa (My
House); ¿Qué Hacen? (What Do They Do?);
¿Qué Tiene tu Cuerpo? (What Does Your Body
Have?); ¿Qué Buscas? (What Are You Looking
For?); ¿Adónde Vas? (Where Are You Going?);
and ¿Cuál Es? (Which is it?).

More Spanish
Sing and Learn More Spanish

Lessons include Recuerdan (Remember);
¿Cómo es tu Familia? (What is Your Family
Like?); ¿Para qué ir a la Escuela? (Why Do We
Go to School?); ¿Te Gusta la Naturaleza? (Do
You Like Nature?); ¿Cómo Anda la Gente?
(How Do People Get Around?); ¿Qué Quieres
Ser? (What Do You Want to Be?); ¿ Quieres ir a
la Ciudad? (Do You Want to Go to the City?);
and Aprendimos (We Learned).

Sing and Learn English
Chapters include Animals, From the Garden,
My House, What Do They Do? What Does
Your Body Have?, What Are You Looking
For?, Where Are You Going? Which is it?
Toe-tapping music accompanies each segment
and exposes little ears to different kinds of
musical styles. Young learners can use Sing
and Learn English to brush up on early reading
skills. 2009 & 2010 Release
Live Action/Color/Approx. 30 min.
$19.99 Individual Home Use only
$29.95 Institutions (PPR).
Comes with teacher's guide
$19.99
Home
		
Spanish
More Spanish
English

V1081H
V1082H
V1083H

$29.95
Institution with
Teacher's Guide
V1081P
V1082P
V1083P

Mandarin Chinese Language Program

Watch, Listen & Learn
Finally, a DVD language course for children that goes beyond the simple
greetings, colors and numbers. After School Chinese (Chinese for
Children in Chinese) will help children of all ages become proficient in
conversational Mandarin Chinese while also learning about Chinese
culture. The host, Donald Holder, an American teacher living in China,
encourages and engages the viewers to understand the contexts of each
situational dialogue. With the After School Chinese Language Course,
children learn to speak conversational Chinese by watching, listening and
repeating how Chinese children speak in authentic settings and real-life
situations. Children will begin speaking Chinese with the very first lesson!
Each level comes with 8 DVD Lessons, 2 Audio CD, a student book in
simplified Chinese characters, romanized pinyin & English translation
and a parent/teacher Guide. Addditonal Book or Book with 2 Audio CD
are sold separately. For Chinese teachers, we have created Chinese
dialogues only DVD called Chinese for Children (ASCT210) with all 56
dialogues in Chinese. There is no English spoken in the dialogue DVD.

Level 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8

Greetings
Countries
Goodbye
Where are you
going?
Thank you
Directions
How much is it?
Days of the
Week

Level 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

May I help?
I am sorry.
Time
At McDonald’s
Borrowing
Transportation
Telephone
Picnic

Level 3

1 Swimming
2 Shopping
3 What do you
want to be?
4 Farewell
5 Weather
6 Birthday Party
7 Sports
8 Clean Up

Level 4

1 Moon Festival
2 Colors
3 Going to the
Doctor
4 Lucky Money
5 Computer
6 Writing Letters
7 Post Office
8 Musical
Instruments

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

®

$149.95
DVD/CD/BK
ASC201
ASC202
ASC203
ASC204

$19.95
Book
ASC211
ASC212
ASC213
ASC214

$29.95
Book/2CD
ASC221
ASC222
ASC223
ASC224

ASCT210 Situational Dialogue DVD $99.99 Chinese

Master Communications, Inc. • Phone: 513 563-3100 • Fax: 513 563-3105 • www.master-comm.com

Sing and learn
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Sing and Learn Books and CDs

Introduce a new language and culture through fun
children’s songs! Developed by language, music and
child education specialists, lyrics build basic vocabulary for greetings, family, numbers, colors, body
parts, and animals. Includes word list and instructional notes.

Sing and Learn Japanese

With 23 traditional and familiar melodies, Sing and Learn Japanese
teaches basic concepts such as greetings, family, numbers, colors, and
animals. Includes pronunciation guide, English-Japanese glossary, and
cultural notes. 8.5" x 11". 32 pp. Paperback with Audio CD. All ages.
English/Hiragana/Katagana/Romaji
JL602 Japanese 978-1-88819-422-7 $17.95

Sing and Learn Chinese (Mandarin)

Developed by language, music and child education specialists, this
bilingual book contains lyrics to 22 favorite children’s songs in Chinese
(traditional & simplified), romanized pinyin and illustrations that
enhance learning. The lyrics teach basic concepts such as greetings,
family, numbers, colors, body and animals. Includes vocabulary list and
instructional notes. 8.5" x 11". 32 pp. Paperback with Audio CD, 46
min. All ages.

Sing and Learn Japanese Celebrations
Japanese Celebrations: Cherry Blossoms, Festivals and Flying Carp
This is a collection of favorite Japanese songs that bring to mind images
of seasons, festivals, holidays, and the spirit of the people of Japan. The
Japanese love festivals, known as matsuri, and songs are the perfect way
to take part in the traditions and learn more about this fascinating
culture. Through beautiful lyrics and illustrations, children and adults
will learn more about Japanese language, customs, crafts, games, foods,
and rituals.
Each of 22 traditional and contemporary melodies and songs is written
in Kana (Hiragana and Katakana), romanization, and the English
translation. The book includes pronunciation guide, English-Japanese
glossary, and instructional and cultural notes.
This book and audio is recommended for anyone learning Japanese
language, customs or culture. It is great for Social Studies, World
Culture, Japanese language teachers.
English/Hiragana/Katagana/Romaji
JL609 Japanese Celebrations 978-1-60480-026-5 $17.95

CL602 Chinese 978-1-88819-417-3 $17.95 English/pinyin/Chinese

Sing and Learn Vietnamese
Sing and Learn Korean

Teaches Korean through favorite children’s songs. The lyrics teach the
basic concepts such as greetings, family, numbers, colors, body parts
and animals. Book contains bilingual lyrics, pronunciation guide, and
instructional notes. Includes common names in Korean as an added
bonus. 8.5" x 11". 32 pp. Paperback with Audio CD. 46 min. All ages.
English/Korean/Romanization
KL602 Korean 978-1-60480-045-6 $17.95

Introduce Vietnamese language and culture the fun and natural way!
With 14 traditional and familiar melodies, children will enjoy learning
basic vocabulary and pronunciation through popular themes such as
numbers, family, animals, colors, a popular Moon Festival song, and
more. Includes pronunciation guide, English-Vietnamese glossary, and
instructional guide. All ages. 8.5 x 11. 24 pp. 40 min.
English/Vietnamese
VL602 Vietnamese Book & CD 978-1-88819-419-7 $17.95

Master Communications, Inc. • Phone: 513 563-3100 • Fax: 513 563-3105 • www.master-comm.com
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Learn Chinese

MASTER COMMUNICATIONS

®

Follow Jade! Learn Chinese DVD
Learning Mandarin Chinese has never been so much fun and
easy. Jade teaches using her proven bilingual, interactive
language teaching method. Sing and laugh with children in a
Chinese kindergarten.
Winner of Mom's Choice Silver Awards, Creative Child Award,
Kids First Endorsed, Telly Awards, Dr. Toy Top 10 Best Award.

TM

Let’s Visit Chinese Kindergarten: greetings, numbers,
counting, colors and songs.
Let’s Go to Market in China: fruits and drinks, farm
animals, body parts, action verbs and more.
Children will learn over one hundred words and phrases.
Approx. 30 min. each. Ages 2~6. DVD includes menu.
All regions. NTSC.
V1130
V1131

Laugh Your Way Through Mandarin Series for Children
This special series for American students has been developed by a
teacher and has been classroom-tested at the Singapore American
School. The series has also received rave reviews in China. Simplified Chinese, Pinyin & English translation is on the back.
CL791 Laugh Your Way Through Mandarin Set $85.00
(The Long Haired Cat, Big Apple Reader & Let’s Sing Mandarin set)

Let's Visit Chinese Kindergarten
Let's Go to Market in China

$19.99
$19.99

Bilingual Classic Literature
in English/Korean
Classic literature books perfect for Junior and Senior high school
students in ESL classes or those learning foreign languages. Bilingual in
English and Korean. Age 12 and up.PB, 198pp.-270pp., 5" x 7.5"
$14.95 each

Let’s Sing Mandarin Series
Let’s Sing Mandarin promotes learning
Mandarin through original and familiar
songs. Each book features 16 songs and
comes with a CD. 40 pp. 8.25" x 11.75"
CL794 Book & CD 1 $17.95
CL795 Book & CD 2 $17.95
CL796 Book & CD 3 $17.95

Big Apple Reader Series
Designed to teach young English
speaking children simple Chinese
phrases and sentence patterns through
simple stories. Each book contains 8
lessons. 4-color illustrations, Paperback,
28pp. 8.25" x 11.75".
CL793 Three Book Set $24.95

The Long Haired Cat

Designed to teach pinyin
and the importance of tones.
Paperback, 40 pp, 8.25" x 11.75"
CL792 Long Haired Cat $7.95
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EK262
EK602
EK604
EK606
EK608
EK610
EK612
EK614
EK616
EK618
EK622
EK625
EK626
EK630
EK632

Call of the Wild
Tom Sawyer
Anne Frank
Benjamin Franklin
Good Earth
The Grapes of Wrath
Jane Eyre
Old Man and the Sea
Pride and Prejudice
Scarlet Letter, The
Wuthering Heights
The Little Prince
Outsider, The
Catcher in the Rye
Great Gatsby

EK634
Of Mice and Men
EK636
For Whom the Bell Tolls
EK642
Glass Menagerie
EK648
Animal Farm
EK651
Fables of Aesop
EK652
Waiting for Godot
EK657
A Farewell to Arms
EK662
Human Comedy
EK664
Lord of the Flies
EK668	Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn
EK670
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
EK674
The Sun Also Rises
EK676
Tess of D’urbervilles
EK678
LIfe of Ivan Denisovich

Master Communications, Inc. • Phone: 513 563-3100 • Fax: 513 563-3105 • www.master-comm.com
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Guess How Much I Love You
Sam McBratney, Illust. Anita Jeram
The much-loved classic for all ages available in English, Spanish and
bilingual Arabic, Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese. “Guess how much I
love you,” says Little Nutbrown Hare. Little Nutbrown Hare shows his
daddy how much he loves him: as wide as he can reach and as far as he
can hop. A heartwarming story which reassures children of their
parents boundless love for them. Guaranteed to be a favorite bed time
story for children and parents.
Preschool - Grade 3. Ages 3~8. Hardcover. 32 pp. 8 3/4" x 9 7/8"
Subjects: Bedtime; Caring and Sharing; Family Life; Feelings; Valentine’s Day; Father’s Day; Best for Baby; Easter; Mother’s Day; Comfort
and Inspiration.
$17.95 each
MG9889
Arabic/English
MG383X Chinese/English
MG9870
Korean/English
MG3872
Vietnamese/English

978-1-85430-988-4
978-1-85430-383-7
978-1-85430-987-7
978-1-85430-387-5

Booklist Editors’ Choice
Child’s Best of the Year
Publishers Weekly Best Books of the Year
Parenting Magazine Reading Magic Awards
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio
Platinum Award Winner
FamilyFun, Best Book of the Year,
Honorable Mention
American Booksellers
Book of the Year Award, winner
ALA (American Library Asso.)
Notable Children’s Books

Tout a Coup!: Suddenly!
Colin McNaughton , Derek Hockridge
Those traditional adversaries, pig and wolf,
are teamed up in an ingenious new way in
this riotous surprise-filled story. Preston
Pig's usual walk home from school turns
into a wacky set of near-miss adventures as
he unknowingly outwits the persistent but
bumbling wolf. 32pp Ages 4~8.
978-1-85430-533-6
MG5336 Hardcover Book $16.95
French/English

The Whale's Song

Kipper's Snowy Day

Dyan Sheldon, Gary Blythe

Mick Inkpen

A child believes hers grandmother's tale of
Whales reciprocating gifts. Beautifully
illustrated tale of fantasy and magic. 32pp.
Hardcover, 11" x 9". For Ages 4-8.

Huge cotton ball snowflakes are tumbling past
Kipper's window, and he can't wait to go
outside to play! 32 pp, 9.27" x 8.5", Ages 4~8

978-1-85430-500-8
MG500X Hardcover Book $16.95
Arabic/English

978-1-85430-517-6
MG5174 Hardcover Book
Vietnamese/English

Master Communications, Inc. • Phone: 513 563-3100 • Fax: 513 563-3105 • www.master-comm.com
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Reference books & DVD

Lots of Languages

MASTER COMMUNICATIONS

®

Classroom Phrasebook for Teachers
by Susan A. Worline
A must for ESL, bilingual teachers and
anyone working with students with limited
English proficiency. Find the everyday
survival phrases especially for classroom
use. Contains pronunciation guide, a list of
common dictionary terms, and questions
used by teachers in the classroom, and
questions regarding everyday activities in
17 different languages and translations.
©2006, 96 pp, 8.5" x 11"
“Lots of Languages helped me communicate better with [students who have little or
no English skills].”
-Besty Wood, ESL Teacher,
Hilliard Darby High School

“I have been an ESL teacher for several
years and have found Lots of Languages to
be a resource of necessity.”
-Becky Sanders, ESL Teacher,
Hilliard Davidson School
G4501 978-1-932457-05-6 $19.95

English to Arabic, Brazilian, Portuguese, Chinese, Farsi, French,
German, Gujarati, Hindi, Hmong, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Russian, Somali, Spanish, Swahili, Vietnamese

Looking for a Mr. Kim in Seoul
A Guide to Korean Expressions
Christopher Torchia & Sang-Hun Choe
Expressions show how closely
language and culture are
linked; even if you know the
individual meanings of each
word, you probably will not be
able to understand the entire
expression unless you truly
know the culture.
Looking for a Mr. Kim in Seoul
is an in-depth look at Korean
idioms that details origins and
usage, with explanations of
famous characters, myths and
culture throughout Korea’s long
history.
It is the work of two Associated
Press journalists who have spent
years writing daily news stories
about conflict, elections and
diplomacy on the Korean
Peninsula. After writing so
much about current events, they
wanted to explain Korea in a different way, through its language and its
various expressions.
This book contains over 800 expressions organized into 14 themes.
Paperback, 6" x 9", 256 pages

A Free People: Tracing Our
Hmong Roots
An excellent collection of stories,
writings and photographs by Hmong
students in Minnesota. Hmong students
interviewed their elders in the community to capture the history and culture of
their people. A minority in every
country where they have lived, they
value their independence and selfsufficiency. This book reunites the
Hmong youth, who have become
alienated from their culture in living in
the United States, to Hmong culture and
inspire self-esteem as well as helping
others learn about this amazing culture.
Ages 10-14. 144 pp. 6" x 8.5". Paperback.
HY505 978-1-8-8819-442-5 $15.95

Promote anti-bias and understanding!
My Brown Eyes
Jay Koh
After preparing his parents’
breakfast and his own lunch,
a young boy sets off to
school. None of his preparation, however, can help with
his big handicap - he can’t
speak English. A poignant
and touching story of
immigrant life from the
perspective of a child. A
must-watch for anyone
working with immigrant
children or families. An
excellent tool for diversity
training in any organization.
Great for bullying or hate
week in grades 5-12. 18 min.
2005. DVD with facilitator’s
guide.
V2169
DVD
$125.00 Regular price
V2168
DVD
$60.00 Special K-12, Public Libraries price.
Digital delivery rights available.

KB215 978-1-932457-03-2

$16.95 English with Korean & romanization
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Celebrating Chinese New Year: An Activity Book
Have Your Own Dragon Parade with
Celebrating Chinese New Year!

Second Edition

Reviews from Amazon.com
Celebrating Chinese New Year: An Activity Book is an engaging tool for introducing a lively yet
generally unfamiliar cultural event to children. Clear, child-oriented information about
Chinese New Year customs is interspersed with charming hands-on projects… Straightforward graphics and text richly convey that a spirit of family closeness and a respect for
tradition mark this holiday. Through a range of activities, from simple to sophisticated, a
poignant awareness of an earlier time and way of thought is also transmitted. An excellent
resource for schools and groups that want to foster cultural understanding!
—Annie Richards

Chinese New Year is an important holiday
celebrated by Chinese communities all over the
world.
Now, Chinese New Year is a common holiday
celebrated in classrooms in North America.
Teachers are always seeking new and easy classroom activities for their students in January or
February of each year, coinciding with the
Lunar Chinese calendar.
Celebrating Chinese New Year: An Activity
Book is a fun-filled craft, activity and resource
book for the Chinese New Year. In addition to
basic facts and history of the Chinese New
Year, you can make a dragon parade, a paper
lantern, Chinese candy box and red lucky
envelopes (hongbao) following simple directions and examples in this activity book. The
book also contains a detailed Chinese Lunar
calendar to figure out your Chinese zodiac
signs. This is an excellent resource for parents
and teachers with children ages 5 to 10.
Paperback, 8.5 x 11, 32 pages
CY144

978-1-932457-04-9 $9.95

Fun with Chinese Characters 1, 2 and 3
Fun with Chinese Characters makes learning
Chinese Characters entertaining and memorable!
Chinese is one of the oldest written languages.
Because the characters are pictographic versus
alphabetical, one must memorize over three
thousand characters to be considered literate in
China.

• Simplified with traditional
characters
• Pinyin pronunciation
• Stroke Order
• Definition
• Phrases
• Example sentence

Learning Chinese characters is now fun! Using
humorous cartoons this series of books will
enable the reader to link characters to their
original basic pictograms. Every page contains
all the essential information you need to learn a
Chinese character: the origin (etymology) of a
character, its definition and an entertaining
illustration by cartoonist Tan Huay Peng and
more.
Knowing the origin greatly simplifies the
recognition the characters. Children and adults
alike will love the cartoons which are often
comical and clever. An example is the character for goodness. This character is formed by
the union of the character for woman and
child. Once the association is made, it becomes
very easy to remember the meaning. Examples
of how the character is used in compound
phrases are offered. First volume contains an
in-depth introduction on the genesis of the
characters. The third volume contains index of
all 480 characters and their location.
Trade Paperback, 6.75" x 7.25"

CB131 Volume I 9781932457001 192 pp $14.95
CB132 Volume 2 9781932457018 160 pp $14.95
CB133 Volume 3 9781932457025 152 pp $14.95

Master Communications, Inc. • Phone: 513 563-3100 • Fax: 513 563-3105 • www.master-comm.com
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Cultural GIfts

MASTER COMMUNICATIONS
Calligraphy Cards

MK2701S

MK2702S

MK2705S

MK2704S

MK2703S

MK2706S

For an original and more meaningful
way to send a special message, we
lead you to the ancient Asian art form
of calligraphy. You will find enchanting symbols that speak to all on a
more personal level. The Chinese
calligraphy comes with English
translation on the back of the cards
with a blank interior. 5” x 7”. Use
with matching embossed foil seals.
Individual cards are $2.75 each.

Embossed Foil Seal Stickers add Elegance!

Set of 8 cards for $15.00
MK2701S Double Happiness (Any happy
occasions, Wedding, Anniversary)
MK2702S Blessings (Any happy occasions)
MK2703S Love (Anniversary, Valentine’s)
MK2704S Long Life (Birthdays)
MK2705S Thank You
MK2706S Little Treasure (Baby & adoption
Announcement, Birthday)

Ornaments - Children of the world

Birthdays, Wedding, Celebration, Valentines, Baby Showers/Adoption,
New Year/Holiday, and All Occasion
Add elegance to your own cards or bookmarks with these easy stick on
foil seals. 1-3/8" x 1-3/8." Indicate 8 pack ($3) or 50 pack ($10).

RW058

RW171

RW065

RW195

RW232

RW102

RW164

RW249

RW256

RW027

RW270

RW188

RW218

RW157

RW041

RW201

RW236

RW119

RW133

RW225

RW089

RW072

RW010

RW034

RW157

Angels of the World Ornaments
Make a great gift to your favorite angels, young and old alike. These
adorable and treasured angels are individually hand-painted. Made
of durable non-toxic polyresin. 2 1/2" tall.
$5.99 each
ORN307 African Angel
ORN305 Eskimo Angel
ORN302 Korean Angel
ORN306 Native American

ORN301 Chinese
ORN303 Guatemalan
ORN304 Mexican
ORN308 Scottish

Children of the World Ornaments
RW096

These adorable children of the world are designed and individually
hand-painted with love. Share a bit of world with family and friends.
Great for gift-giving or as decoration for all your special occasions.
Made of non-toxic durable polyresin. 2 1/2" tall.
$5.99 each
ORN346 African
ORN343 Guatemalan
ORN345 Japanese
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ORN341 Chinese
ORN342 Korean
ORN344 Mexican
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For more languages and culture,
visit www.cultureforkids.com
or www.asiaforkids.com for 100+
language and cultural resources.

www.master-comm.com
1-800-765-5885
Star Picture Dictionary
Star Picture Dictionary features 1,000
beautifully illustrated pictures, English,
script in each language and romanization of the word. It features 13 themes
that describe animals, food, furniture, the
human body, shapes, colors, measurements, occupations, places,
buildings, plants, sports,
games, the weather. 8.5" x
11.25" 100pp. Ages 4+ up.
Hardcover.
Printed in India.

English Learning CD-ROM

$24.95 each
ST4061
ST4062
ST4063
ST4064
ST4065
ST4078
ST4066
ST4067
ST4075
ST4079

English/Arabic		
English/Bengali
English/Chinese
English/Croatian
English/Farsi
English/French
English/Gujarati
English/Hindi
English/Kurdish
English/Polish

ST4068
ST4069
ST4077
ST4070
ST4071
ST4072
ST4080
ST4076
ST4073
ST4074

English/Portuguese
English/Punjabi
English/Pushto
English/Russian
English/Somali
English/Spanish
English/Tamil
English/Turkish
English/Urdu
English/Vietnamese

Learn over 3,000 words and phrases while covering useful topics
like greetings, shopping, travel, and more. Simply click on the
desired word to hear the English translation! This fully interactive
learning system allows you to record your own voice and compare
to native speakers. You can also explore at your own pace the 10
lessons on grammar, phonics, and usage. For ages 12 to adults.
System requirement: For Windows 95/98/2000/Me/XP. MPCcompatible computer.
ELY1
ELY3

English for Chinese Speakers
$19.95
English for Vietnamese Speakers $19.95

Feelings Posters
My Body Posters-Bilingual
These eye-catching bilingual wall posters are
great for classrooms, doctors' offices and
children’s rooms. 50 basic words about the
body with common verbs and simple
sentences. Laminated front and back for
durability. 20" x 30"
$9.95 each
P100 Chinese/English
P200 Japanese/English
P300 Spanish/English
P500 Korean/English
P600 Vietnamese/English
P700 Hmong/English

Created by Pulitzer prize
winning cartoonist, Jim
Borgman. Printed on a sturdy
paper. 18" x 24"
BP01
BP02
BP03
BP04
BP05
BP08
BP09
BP13

English
Spanish
French
German
Hebrew
S.Chinese
Japanese
Korean

$12
$12
$12
$12
$12
$12
$12
$12

Arabic Chinese Farsi French German Gujarati Hebrew Hindi Hmong
Italian Korean Portuguese Russian Somali Spanish Urdu Vietnamese

